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Main objective: To create a pilot design of a pedagogical trekking

using sensory activities and local knowledge, which can be used as

pedagogical material by INECOA and local natural guides in Tilcara,

Argentina

1. To identify INECOA members, local guides or tourism agents who 

are interested in participating in the design of the guided trail in Tilcara.

2) To collect information on current guided nature trails and on training 

courses for local guides.

3) To design a guided nature walk, using sensory activities and local 

knowledge in the Quebrada de Humahuaca with the participation of 

local guides and m    members of INECOA.

4. To evaluate the guided nature walk aimed at 

INECOA                      INECOA members, local guides and tourists.
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INTRODUCTION DELIVERABLES
Recently, INECOA has been promoting a variety of
activities to strengthen local ecotourism, particularly
capacity building for local nature guides in Tilcara, a small
town in the Quebrada de Humahuaca valley. Since 2017, in
association with the Tourism Office of Tilcara, INECOA has
been implementing a series of training courses mainly
focused on Biodiversity, Geology, and Archaeology. To
support these activities, my fieldwork with the host
organization was to design a pedagogical trekking walk,
using inquiring and sensory activities, inspired by
mindfulness techniques and local knowledge. This pilot
project strengthened the well-established relationships
between the local tourism guides and INECOA.
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-The local tourism guides who participated in the design of the pedagogical hiking and who
attended the workshop learned specific communication skills to guide walks as invite visitors
to ask questions and reflect on the place they are visiting, facilitate sensory activities,
organize thematic information in stops, make use of a script and introduce evaluation tools
such as oral evaluations led by the guide, which can serve them as self-assessment tools to
improve the quality of their guided tours.
-In addition of serving as a training tool in practical knowledge, the pedagogical hiking design
breaks with the conception that tourism is directed solely at national and foreign tourists.
Instead, it proposes a different view of tourism in which local people such as schoolchildren
and university students or other members of the Tilcara community participate in this
alternative form of tourism.
-In sum, one of the lessons I learned from this fieldwork was the importance of trained
local tourism guides in communication and pedagogical skills inspired by theoretical
approaches such as the ecology of place, mindfulness on nature and knowledge exchange
systems. This type of knowledge can be very useful for them to propose alternative
projects in tourism
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